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From Lonely Planet, the world's leading travel guide publisher Durable and waterproof, with a handy

slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Munich City Map is your conveniently-sized

passport to traveling with ease. Get more from your map and your trip with images and information

about top city attractions,Â transport maps, itinerary suggestions, extensive street and site index,

and practical travel tips and directory. With this easy-to-use, full colour navigation tool in your back

pocket, you can truly get to the heart of Munich, so begin your journey now!  Durable and waterproof

 Easy-fold format and convenient size  Handy slipcase  Full colour and easy-to-use  Extensive

street and site index  Images and information about top city attractions  Handy transport maps

Practical travel tips and directory  Itinerary suggestions Covers Altstadt, Maxvorstadt, Neuhausen,

Nymphenburg, Olympiapark, Westend, Ludwigsvorstadt, GÃƒÂ¤rtnerplatzviertel,

Glockenbachviertel, Lehel, Bogenhausen Check out Lonely Planet Munich, Bavaria & the Black

Forest, our most comprehensive guidebook to the city, covering the top sights and most authentic

off-beat experiences. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's

leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning website,

mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers

must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the

culture of the places in which they find themselves. The world awaits! Lonely Planet guides have

won the TripAdvisor Traveler's Choice Award in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016. 'Lonely Planet.

It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the

Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' --

Fairfax Media 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times
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Good sized, sturdy map. Easy to walk around with. Proper level of detail.

Munich is not well served by Lonely Planet as a destination. The only guide book available is

"Munich, Bavaria and the Black Forest", which allocates only 45 of its 300+ pages to Munich. Which

is fine if you are travelling around the region but not so useful if Munich is your destination. Nor is

the Munich section terribly thorough: Rick Steve's "Germany 2017" is better on Munich.The Munich

city map gives you a water and tear-resistant map (made from the same sort of material that

currency is starting to be made from in New Zealand, Australia and Canada among others). You can

write on it with a ballpoint or use a highlighter. On one side is a map of the city with the font size for

the streets approximately size 7. Almost all the main sights are clearly marked, including things like

the Funf Hofe shopping mall and Hofbrauhaus beer hall. Some small streets and laneways are not

marked, or not named. The overall map size is 24.8"/630mm x 19.5"/494mm.On the reverse is a

quick precis of the top sights (with photos) - telling you what they are rather than a guide as such.

There is a brief suggested walking tour through the Old Town, a (fairly useless) public transport

map, a street index and some other useful general information. The map comes in a cardboard

cover with a suggested itinerary for "three perfect days in Munich".Yes you probably could pick up a

free map in Munich that would give you most of what you get here (though almost certainly less

durable and smaller in size). The advantage of this map is that you can use it to plan your visit in

advance: to highlight sights that you want to see and write in anything useful to you (for example I

added laundromat locations, our hotel location, shops I wanted to visit and some recommended

restaurants to mine).Rick Steve's guide will walk you through sights like Dachau, the Residenz

Museum and the main art galleries, but if you don't need that level of hand-holding (nor the

additional weight), this is an excellent planning tool.
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